Adult Blind Home & Association For The Blind Fund

Margaret Bruderlin Fund

Ralph Lee Davies Bryant Fund
Estate of Ralph Lee Davies Bryant

Emille Campion Trust

Joseph E. Carr Trust

Coley Townsend Fund

Crown Family Fiend of Interest Fund
The Crown Family

George H. Curfman Fund

Ruth Anne Davis Fund

Nicholas Eckerling Developmental Disabilities Fund

John H. Empson Fund

Dave Farmer and Gay Faris Fund

Diana Price Fish Fund

Mildred Gillespie Fund

Gilliam and Roman Trust

Gladys E. Gosche Fund

Charles M. and Zoe E. Grieves Field of Interest Fund

John and Daniele Hanlon Field of Interest Fund

Ed Heiland Memorial Fund
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Kateryna Hul Fund

Estelle Hunter Fund

Sondra L. Kaye Fund
Molly Kenney Fund

Koernig-Allman Fund

Lowe Fund

Mallory Nelson Fund

Flora M. and John R. Marsico, Ph.D. Fund

Patricia B. McClearn Education Fund
Patricia B. McClearn

McNamara Memorial Fund

Meredith Trust

Miller, Beights, Laabs Families Fund

Pacropis Family Fund

Palenchar/Lynner Fund

Leota Pekrul Trust

Arthur B. Schaefer Fund

SFP & A Fund

Warren D. and Bette L. Struble Animal Care Fund
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The Denver Foundation
Field of Interest Funds and Gifts
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